
SILLY SUGGESTIONSSILLY SUGGESTIONS
Darlis and Mae are two humble dishwashers who dream of measuring 
up to the great warrior Riqa. They turn to Riqa’s book, The Fair 
Maiden’s Guide to Eating Your Captor for Breakfast, for advice in 
sticky situations. But what would happen if Riqa’s book wasn’t quite as 
helpful? Without looking at the next page, fill in all the blanks below!

1. VERB
2. PIECE OF CLOTHING
3. NOUN
4. ADJECTIVE
5. VERB (ENDING -ed)
6. NOUN
7. ADJECTIVE
8. VERB
9. NOUN
10. ADVERB
11. NOUN
12. NOUN
13. PART OF THE BODY
14. DIRECTION
15. EXCLAMATION
16. NOUN
17. ADJECTIVE
18. PLURAL NOUN

Now use your silly suggestions to finish the story on the next page!Now use your silly suggestions to finish the story on the next page!
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The first step to becoming a great warrior is to always be  
    

1. verb 
    . Next, always wear your    

2. piece of clothing 
    at all times. 

If you meet a   
3. noun 

    , don’t be    
4. adjective 

  ! Your opponent 
will be    

5. past-tense verb 
    by your   

6. noun 
   and think you are  

    
7. adjective 

      . If that doesn’t work,       
8. verb 

       toward the        
9. noun 

      as  
   

10. adverb 
    as you can! Now, all you have to do is wait for a  

   
11. noun 

    and you will surely win! Afterall, they don’t know you 
have your secret weapon—a     

12. noun 
      ! When using the weapon, 

 don’t forget to place your   
13. part of the body 

   on the handle, turn  
   

14. direction 
    and shout     

15. exclamation 
     !  Your enemy will yell, “Oh my  

   
16. noun 

   !” before retreating. If in doubt, always remember 
your 

17. adjective 
 dishwashing  

18. plural noun 
 are ready to help!
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